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star is measured. I t  has been found that Canopus i s  not 
3.387.731 only ideally located as a navigational reference (by being 
CANOPUS DETECTOR INCLUDING AUTOMOmVE in la direction which is nearly perpendicrriar lo the echp- 
GAIN CONTWOH, OF PHOTOMU~~T~PWEEE 'I''UEE tic path), but is also the second brightest star in the sky 
James E.  web'^, Administrabor of the National Aero- 5 and differs by one magnitude from the brightest 
nautjos and Space AdmiiaistatIon, wit11 respect to an 
invention of Daryl D. Erreft and Eugene W. Peterson, and third bri&test stars' 
both of Senta Barbara, Calif. In  the sensor of the present invention, the light from 
Piled June 30, 1965. Ser. No. 468,647 the sun is used to control the operation or gain of the 
11 Claims. (Cl. 250-203) photomultiplier so that the amplitude of the ou!put signal 
10 therefrom is related to the ratio of illumination by a star 
The invention described herein was made in the per- in the field of view of the sensor and the sun. Knowing 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is subject the relative intensity of Canopus with respect to the sun 
to the provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronau- and the other stars, the expected amplitude of the photo- 
tics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. multiplier when Canopus is in the field of view o l  thc 
435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). 15 sensor is known. Thus. the sensor of the ii~veniion in- 
This invention relates generally to star sensors, and cludes a Canopus indicate circuit which produces a pre- 
more particularly to an improved star sensor using sun- determined signal only when the amplitude of the plioto- 
light as a reference for discriminating between stars. mu1:iplier's output falls between two preset thrssholds of 
One of the basic requirements of controlling the course approximately k.05 magnitudes from Canopvs' nominal 
of an unmanned spacecraft or  vehicle in space is to con- 20 intensity, thereby indioating that Canopus is in the field 
trol the attitude of the vehicle with respect to a reference of view of the sensor. Once Canopus 1s sensed, [he roll 
plane, from which navigational maneuvers can be pro- attitude of the vehicle is controlled by maintaining the 
gramn~ed. One plane whioh could be used for such pur- light therefrom at a predetermined polnt In the field o; 
poses is a plane which includes the direction of the vehi- view of the sensor. 
cle toward the sun, hereafter referred to as the sun axis 25 The use of light from the sun as a referent: with whlcb 
and the direction of the vehicle to the star Canopus, here- light from unknown stars is compared bas grzaily in- 
after referred to as the star axis. As is wcll known, the creased the reliability with which the stal Canoptis may 
star Canopus which is the second brightest star in the be dis t ing~i~hed from the rest of the stars in :be bcaveizs 
heavens lies about 14" from the perpcndicular t o  the Since sensing the sun is relatively eacy. once Canopus is: 
ecliptic plane which is the plane in which the earth ro- 30 distinguished from the rest of the stars, the desired iefer- 
tates about the sun. evce plane is produced about whlch seiectsd couiie cor- 
With presently known techniques, sun sensors may be rection maneuvers may be perfornled. 
used to control the pitch and yaw of the space vehicle The novel features that are considcreil ~ h ~ r a c l e i i s t ~ c  
about the sun axis. Also, the roll attitude may be con- of this invention are set forth with particularity in  tlze ap- 
trolled by first sensing Canopus with a star sensor and then S5 pended claims. The invention itself both as to its organi- 
tracking Canopus so that the attitude of the vehicie is con- zation and method of operation, as we11 as aclditiorlal ob- 
trolled with respect to the reference plane which includes jects and advantages thereof, will best be undeisiood fronl 
the sun and star axes. Once the vehicle is positioned with the following description when read in c,)naeiiion with 
respect to such a plane, ar,y navigational maneuvers may the acc0~7panying drawings, in which: 
be performed with respect thereto. 40 FIGURE 1 is a diagram of the o~tic-iP portion of the 
Various devices are presently known which are capa- novd sensor of the present invention; &:.id 
ble of sensing and tracking the sun. However sensing a FIGURE 2 is a b!ock diagram oC the circuitry of the 
selected star such as Canopus from the rest of the stars sensor of the invention. 
is quite complex requiring a very precise star sensor which For  a better understanding of the novel star sensor of 
is capable of discriminating between light from Canopus the present invention, hereafter, the sensor will be de- 
and the rest of the stars in the kedvens scribed in conj~ulction with the star Canopus, ~ h i c h  is 
Accordingly, it is an  object of the present invention first ssnsed and thereafter tracked to control the roll at- 
to provide a star sensor which is capable of sensing a par- titude of a space vehicle. However, it ttril be ap?lecratcci 
ticular star. that the sensor disclosed herein may be used to sense any 
Another object of the present invention is the provi- '"" body which radiates light differing by a predetermii~ed 
sion of a star sensor which is capable of distinxiiishing magnitude from light from other bodies, so xhat when a 
the star Canopus from the rest of the light radiating signal between predetermined thresholds i s  rcceived, it 
bodies in the heavens. indicates that the particular body is within the sensol's 
A further object of the invention is to provide a highly - -  field of view. 
reliable sensor to  distinguish the star Canopus from the "" As previously indicated, Ganopus, which lles abou"i4" 
rest of the stars in the heavens and then track it so that from the perpcndicular to the ecliptic plane, is ideally 
the light therefrom can be used to control the attitude of suited to  be used in conirolling the attitude of a space 
a space vehicle. vehicle in a trajectory in the eclipt~c plane. It ic assrrmed 
Still a further object of the invention is the provision that a vehicle includes a sensing system whrch comprlscs a 
of a novel Canopus star sensor which senses Canopus and sun sensor used to sense the sun and control the pitch and 
controls the roll attitude of a spacecraft as a function of yaw of the vehicle about the direction towards the sun, 
light received from Canopus, the pitch and yaw attitudes i.e. the sun axis. Once this is accomplished by known 
of the craft above a sun axis being controlled by sun techniques, the vehicle is caused to rotate or r d l  about 
sensors. the sun axis. The sensing system is also assumed to im- 
These and other objects of the invention are achieved '' corporate the novel star sensor of the present invention. 
by providing a star sensor which includes a light sensi- As the vehicle rolls about its sun axis, diRerent stars 
tive element such as a photomultiplier, the output of which enter the field of view of the sensor. The sensor, as will 
is made a function of not only light received from an  un- be explained hereafter in detail, is designed to accurately 
known star which is in the field of view of the sensor, but distinlguish between light from Canopus and othcr stars. 
which is also a function of light received from the sun. namely, discriminate between Canopus and the other stars. 
The light from the sun is used as a reference with re- Once it is determined that Canopus is in the sensor's field 
spect to which the light received from an unidentified of view, the sensor tracks or locks unto C a n q u s  to con- 
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trol the roll of the vehicle by maintaining Canopus in the 34) from an unidentified star is supplied to an amplifier 
cenier of its field of view. Any deviation from the center 62. The amplifier 62 is connected to filters 64 and 66, 
produces a roii error signal which is fed to a roll attitude the respective outputs of which are connected to ampli- 
control circuit in order to correct the vehicle's roll attitude. fiers 74 and 76. The function of filters 64 and 66 which 
&,tention is now called to FIGURE 1 which is a sim- 5 are ceniered at frequencies 3.9 kc. and 2.3 kc. respec- 
plified diagiam of the optical portion of the novel sensor tively, is to separate the output of the photomultiplier 30 
of the invention. The cover of the sensor is removed into two signals related to the light from the sun and the 
to reveal the internal structure thereof. As seen, the unidentified star respectively. Tnus, the amplitude of the 
sensor of the invention includes an optical telescopic-like outpur of a~nplifier 74 is related to the intensity of the 
tube 11, with a sunlight filter 12 positioned near one open- 10 star and the oi~tput of amplifier 76 is related to the 
ing thereof. Sunlight designated by solid arrow 14 enters intensity of ihe sunlight. 
the tribe 11 through the filter 12 which may include a glass ?lie output of the amplifier 76 is supplied to the bias 
diffuser lo allow for small variations in the incidence supply 30x of the photomultiplier 30 through an auto- 
angle of the sun's rays. Lenses 16 and 18 focus the sun- matic gain control (AGC) amplifier 78. The fuilction of 
light unto a pinhole exit 20 through a color correction 15 the sunlight is to control the gain of the photomultiplier 
filter 22. The sunlight emerging from the pinhole exit 20 3U by contioiling the high voitalge or bias of the photo- 
passes thiough a chopper disc 44 and is directed by means multiplier by the output of tlle AGC amplifier 78, which 
of a fiber optics light pipe 24 to a select incrcmental area in turn responds to the sunlight signal of amplifier 76. 
26 of a photomultiplier 30. The function of filters 12 In one embodiment of the invention, the sun channel is 
and 22 is to control the intensity and color of light from 20 maiiltained at 5.4 volts peak-to-peak by the AGC ampli- 
the sun which is directed to the area 26 of photomultiplier fier. Once the sunlight controls the gain of the photo- 
30. The intensity and color of the sunlight are controlled multiplier, the output of amplifier 74 is directly propor- 
to equal that of the light from Canopus in order to mini- tional not merely to the intensity of the starlight but rather 
mize shot-noise of the photomultiplier 30 and further to the ratio of the ~llumination of the star and the sun. 
insure that any gain changes of the photomultiplier will 25 As previously stated, the brightness of Canopus rela- 
equally afiect the sun and star signals. tive to the brightness of the sun differs by approximately 
Light from the star Canopus is directed unto the in- one magnit~ide from the brightest and third brightest 
creme:ltai area 26 by means of an optical assembly which stars. Thus, by determining the relative brightness of 
includes an adjustable acq~tisition mirror 32. As previ- Canopus with respect to the sun, the expected output of 
ously pointed out, Canopus is at about 14" from the per- 30 the amplifier 74 when Canopus is in the sensor's field of 
pendicular to rhe ecliptic path or plane. By coincidence, view is determined. The sensor of the present invention 
the maximum angle between the direction to the sun and includes a threshold circuit 80 to which the output of 
Canopus of 104" occurs at approximately the winter sol- amplifier 74 is supplied. The circuit 80 includes conven- 
stice and the minimum angle of 76" occurs at the snm- tional threshold circuits which are set to produce a par- 
mer solstice. Knowing the position in space at which 33 ticular output signal, such as + I 0  volts D.C. only when 
navigational maneuvers are to be performed, the angle the output of amplifier 74 is between two preset threshold 
which Canopus malies with the direction to the sun is levels of +0.5 magnitudes from Canopus' nominal in- 
known. Prior to the mission, the mirror 32 is adjusted to tensity. Since the relative brightness of Canopus differs 
be at such desired angle with respect to the sun sensors by approxin~ately one magnitude from the brightest and 
of the sensing system so that after the sun is sensed and 40 third brightest stars, only when Canopus is in the field 
the pitch and yaw of the vehicle are controlled, light from of view of the sensor will the output of circuit 80 be 1 1 0  
Canopus may be directed thereto. In FIGURE 1, the volts. Light from any olher star, whether brighter or 
angle 6 represents the possible adjustment of the mir- dimmer than Canop~ts by approximately one magnitude, 
ror 32 will cause amplifier 74 to produce outputs which fall 
Light designalcd by arrow 34 from Canopus or any 35 below or above the threshold levels, causing the threshold 
unidentified light radiating body is reflected by the mirror circuit to produce an output signal which differs from 10 
32 to scan milror 36 and therefrom t o  a folding mirror volts, such as 0 volts. Thus, as long as the output signal 
38 through a Ices 40. The function of mirror 36 will of threshold circuit is zero volts, the light in the sensor's 
be explained hereafter in conjunction with tracking the field of view is not from Canopus. Only when Canopus 
star Canopcls lo provide roll attitude control signals. The jo is in the field of view does the output signal become 10 
function of lens 40 is to focus the light from an uniden- volts, thereby indicating that Canopus has been located. 
tified body throogh an aperture 42 in a plate 42n placed It has been found that the u?e of sunlight to control 
upon the chopper disc 44. The focused light is then tlle gain of the photomultiplier and therefore the output 
guided by a pair of lenses 46 to the incremental area 26 signal from amplifier 74 is particularly significant in dis- 
of photon~ultiplier 30. 6.5 criminating between Canopus and other stars. In es- 
As is known in the art, the photomultiplier 30 produces sence, the sunlizht is used as a reference to discriminate 
an output which is related to  the intensity of the light between light from a paiticular star, such as Ganopus, and 
directed unto the incremental area 26. Since in the the rest of the stars. In fact, any star whose brightness 
prescni invention the light at area 26 is from both the diifers by known magnitudes from other brighter or dim- 
sun and an unidentified star, it is necessary to provide mer stars may be detected by adjusting the thresholds (in 
means to separate the eeBect of the sunlight on the photo- circuit 80) so that when the output of amplifier 74 falls 
multiplier and that produced by the light from the Star. between such thresholds, it is known that light from the 
This is accomplished by means of a pair of light choppers particular star is received. 
52 and 54 on the cllopper disc 44 rotatably driven by a It should be appreciated that the precision with which 
chopper motor 56 in a direction of arrow 58. In one i;j the sensor can discriminate Canopus from the other 
embodiment, the sunlight is chopped by chopper 52 at stars is primarily determined by the accuracy with which 
2.3 krlocycies (kc.) and the light from the unidentified the ratio of Canopus' intensity outside of the atmosphere 
star is chopped by chopper 54 at 3.9 kc. and that of the sun can be determined and set into the 
Reference is now made to FIGURE 2 which is a block threshold circuit 80, in the form of the threshold levels. 
diagram of the circuitry of the novel sensor of the present TO Unfortunately, Canopus is only barely visible in the 
in.~ention, rised to analyze the output of photomultiplier Northern Hemisphere, but it is visible in the Southern 
30 in order to produce the desired control signals. The Hemisphere where measurements on its relative brightness 
block dcsignatcd by numeral 10 represents the arrange- with respect to the sun and other stars, such as Sirius, 
rnent shown in FIGURE 1. As seen, the output of tube can be made to determine its relative brightness. 
30 in respmse lo sunlight (arrow 14) and light (arrow Tj Reference is again made to FIGURE 2 wherein the 
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novel sensor of the present invention is shown including as a light intensity reference to control the sensitivity of 
a roll control circuit 90. The function of circuit 90 is the sensor to light from unidentified sources so that only 
to control the roll of the vehicle about the sun axis by when light from a particular source which varies by a 
maintainin,g the star Canopus at the center of its field of known magnitude from all other light sources is in the 
view. As previously pointed out, the sensor includes a 6 sensor's field of view is a particular output produced. 
scan mirror 36 which reflects the starlight to the lens 46). Although the invention has been described with specific 
The mirror 36 is coupled to a scanning driving circuit examples, it should be appreciated that those familiar with 
36s (FIGURE 1). Circuit 36s is assumed to in'clude a the art may make modifications in the arrangements as 
synchronous motor to provide the mirror, by means of a shown without departing from the spirit of the invention 
coupled cam, an angular motion which is constant except which is claimed in the appended claims. 
in the vicinity of maximum amplitude where the direction What is claimed is: 
of motion is changing. The motion of the scan mirror 4. A star sensor for discriminating between light from 
36 causes the image of any object viewed by the lens 40 to a selected star of a predetermined brightness and light 
move in the roll direction indicated in FIGURE 1 by from other light radiating bodies, the Iight from said 
arrow 36x slightly more than 22.0". The dimension of 15 other bodies differing from the light from said selected 
aperture 42 in the roll axis is limited to 4". A star viill star by a predetermined magnitude comprising: 
pass in and out of the field of view during portioils of each light sensitive means; 
scan mirror cycle depending upon its direction relative to sun means for directing sunlight to said light sensitive 
the roll axis of the optical system. means; 
In synchronism with the scan mirror motion, the angle 20 means for controlling the output of said light sensitive 
of the mirror 36 with respect to its center position, is sensed means as a function sf said sunlight directed thereto; 
to energize a reference signal detector 92 to provide a optical means having a predetermined field of view for 
"plus" or "minus" gating signal depending upon the angle directing light from a light radiating body in the 
of the mirror with respect to its center position. The field of view thereof to said light sensitive means; and 
plus and minus gating signals which form a reference 25 means including threshoid means for providing an out- 
square wave signal is supplied together with the modulated put which is directly proportional to the ratio of the 
starlight from amplifier 74 to a modulation phase de- illuminations of the sun and the light radiating body, 
tector 94. The detector compares the modulation en- said output being between predeternlined threshold 
velope of the starlight signal with the reference square levels when said selected star is in the field of view 
wave signal and delivers a D.C. output proportioilal to 30 of said optical means. 
the position of the star along the roll axis. The phasing 2. The .star sensor of claim 1 1v17erein said il?reshold 
may be controlled so that detector 94 produces an out- means include means for providing a signal of a prede- 
put voltage of 0 to +-4 volts D.C. as a function of the termined amplitude only when said output is be1:veen 
position of the star in roll axis with respect to the center predetermined limits. 
of the field of view. By controlling the sensor so that 36 3. A sensor for discriminating between light within a 
the output of detector 94 is zero, the star is always in the predetermined intensity range and light outside said in- 
center of the field of view. The roll control circuit 90 t,msity range c0mprisir.g: 
also includes a source of blanking pulses 96 which are light intensity sensitive means; 
generated in response to the square wave signal from reference means for controlling with reference light of 
detector 92 to inhibit the detector 94 from responding to 40 a predetermined intensity the sensitivil~~ OF said light 
the output of amplifier 74 when the motion of the scan intensity sensitive means to intensity of liaht directed 
mirror is reversed. thereto, said sensitive means providing a signal which 
From the foregoing, it should thus be appreciated that is related to the intensities of said reference light and 
the present invention provides a novel star sensor which the light directed thereto; and 
uses sunlight as a reference to discriminate between light means for producing a first output sirnal ir: response 
from a particular star and light from other light radiating 45 to light dire'cted to said light intensity sensitive means 
bodies. The sensor con~prises a sun channel which is used of an intensity 'within said predeter~nined range 
to control the gain of a photomultiplier which produces when the signal from said sensitive means is within 
an output to a star channel which is directly proportional predeternlined levels and for prod~~cing a second out- 
to the ratio of illumination by the star and the sun. By put signal when the signal from said sznsitive nrenns 
properly attenuating the sunlight, shot..noise of the ampli- 50 is outsid,e said predetermined levels indicating that 
fier is minimized. Further, by equating the intensity and the light directed thereto is of an intensity outside 
color of the sunlight to the expected light from the par- saic! predetermined range. 
ticular star and by directing the sunlight and starlight unto 4. The sensor of claim 3 wherein said refcrcnc- light 
the same incremental area of the p ~ o t o m u ~ t ~ p ~ i e r ,  any is sunlight, said rererence means including means for ai- gain changes of the photomultip~ier equally affect the 55 tenuating the sun!ight, and means for directing said at- 
star and sun signals. tenuated sunlight to said light intensity sensit-ive means. 
The sensor includes a thresholding circuit which pro- 5. The sensor of claim 4 further including for modii- 
duces a particular output volts) only when a particular laling said attenuated sunlight and light directed from an 
star, such as canopus, is in the field of view. ne sensor unidentified light radiating body; and means for separat- 
also includes a roll control circuit which produces an 60 ing the output of said semitive means iato a first octpiit 
vr,hich is useable to roll attitude of the related to the attenuated sunlight and a second output 
space vehicle about the sun axis by detecting deviations which is directly proportional to the ratio ef the intensity 
of light from Canopus with respect to the center of the of light from said unidentified body and the attenuated 
sensor's field of view. sunlight. G6 6. A star sensor for discriminating betwee:: a selected In addition to the foregoing3 the Output of light radiating ?;tar and the  st of :he lipill radiating stars 74 may be supplied to an amplitude detector and filter in the heavens by discriminating between the in- 
circuit 110. The output of circuit 116) is controlled to be tensi;y of light received said star is 
a D.C. signal, the amplitude of which is at all times re- within a pred,etermined intensity range the lated to the intensity of the light from any star in the 70 intensities of light received from other coill- field of view of the sensor. prising: 
There has accordingly been shown and described herein light intensity sensitive means; 
a novel star sensor which is capable of accurately dis- means for receiving sunlight; 
criminating 'between light from a particular star and light means for attenuating the received sunlight to be of 
from any other light radiating bodies. Sunlight is used 75 a predetermined intensity; 
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means for energizing said sensitive mean with said at- output signal being related to the deviation of said star 
le~:~~ated sunlight to control the sensitivity of said from the center of said field of view and the polarity of 
sensitive means to the intensly of light directed said output signal being related lo the direction of devia- 
thereto fiom an unidentified body; tion from the center of said field of view. 
means having a selected field of view for receiving light 5 20. A star sensor for sensing the star Canopus from the 
from ?n unidentrfied body; rest of the stars by dlscrimiilalilg between the light from 
means for energlzlng said sensitive means with the light Canogus which differs in intensily by a predetermined 
from said unidentified body to provide an output sig- magnitude from the intei~s~ties of the rest of the stars com- 
rial c i  nlch is proportional to the ratio of the intensity plising: 
o l  l ~ g l ~ t  from said unidentified star and the sun, said photomultiplying means for providing an output as a 
scnsiLive means prov~ding an output signal of an  arn- function of energizing light directed thereto; 
plitnde within preselected levels when the intensity a first optical channel comprising means for receiving 
of Ilghl from s a ~ d  unidentified body is within said and atlenaating sunlight t o  be of an intensity related 
pre~iclerrn~ned range; and to the expccled intensity of light f ~ o m  Canopus; 
thresholding means responsive to the output signal of 15 a second optical channel having a predetermined field 
s a d  seilsitrve means for providing a signal of a pre- of v ~ e w  comprising means for receiving starlight from 
dcterrilined amplitude indicatrve of said selected star an unidentified star in said field of view; 
being wrtlain the field of view of said star means nlzans for modulating said attenuated sunlight and the 
only when tbe amplilude of the output signal of said star!igbt I cczived from said unidentified star; 
sensitive rledns IS w~thin  said predetermined levels. a meaiis for energizing said photomultiplying means with 
7. The star sensor of claim 6 further including means said modulated snnl~ght and starlight to provide an 
for rnodul2ting the light received f ~ o m  said star: and output from said photon~nlliplying means which is 
means responsive lo said modulated light f a r  providing a f:rnc:~on of the modulated sunlight and starlight; 
a s~gna! :elated to the direction of light from said means for separating said output into first and second 
star and the center of said field of view. 2 3 s~gnals, said first signal being related to the intensity 
8. A star senscr tor  sensing a selected star out of the of said attenuated srrnligl~t; 
rebl of the stars In the heavens by discriminating between means for cont~olling the sensitivity of said photomul- 
the 1,ght from said st2.r which differs in intensity by a tiplying means with said first signal whereby said sec- 
predeterrniqed mqn , tude  from the intensities of light onJ  signal is directly proportional to the ratio of the 
from the ieit  of the ?tars cornpising: 30 intensity of the modiilated s:arlight and the modu- 
hght sensitive means; laied sunl~ght, the magnitude of said second signal 
means for receiving s~lnlight including filter means for being within p:edetermined levels only when Canopus 
altenua:ing said sunlight to be of an intensity related is in the fic!d of view of said second optical channel; 
to the eupected intensity of light from said selected and 
star; 3.5 threshold means responsive to :?id second signal for 
means for energizing said light sensitive means with providing a Canopus icdicating signal only when the 
said attenuated sunlight to provide an output related magnitude of said second signai is within said prede- 
thereto; - termined levzls. 
means responsive to the output of said light sensitive 11. The sensor of claim I@ further including means for 
means whiclr is related to said attenuated sunli$ht 40 detecting the relative c!irection of canopus with respect 
for controlling the sensitivity of said light sensitive to the center of the field of yiiew of said secoild optical 
means lo  light; channel and ploviding an oulpul signal the magnitude of 
mcans hiving a predetermined field of view for re- wbicfiis related to the deviation of the direction of Cane- 
ceivinp starlight from any unidentified star in said wilh rescect to the center of said field of view and 
field 01 view; 45 the polarity of ,vvi?ich is related to the direction of devia- 
means for energizing said light sensitive means with tion with respect to center of :he field of 
said st;?rliglnt to provide a starlight output from said 
light sans$ive means which i ~ - ~ r o ~ o r t i o n a l  to the 
ratio of the intensities of the light from said uniden- 
t~fied star a ~ d  said attenuated sunlight the magnitude 50 
of s21n starlight output being within predetermined 
levels only when said selected star is in the field of 
vrew of said star means; and 
threshold neans  for providing an output signal indica- 
tive of sard selected star being in the field of view of 55 
said s13r meails in response to a star output of said 
senc,~tlive means w h ~ c h  is within said predetermined 
Izvels. 
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